I think my biggest problem is that I don't like to be a student. The way this is...don't line up with the structure. (DA)

This was open wasteland that no one walked across. The way...highly developed way. (SM)

I need to mark my score card. Can I borrow your pen? The map...under this great concrete slab. That's what it was meant to be. (KH)

History? "Could there be a relationship between walking and Oral...light rays predicted by general relativity was observed. (KH)

"When were these colours added?" (RB)

You also get this in Sheffield. I don't know if you know...working parent. (MI)

The other thing that I find funny here is the smell from the...laundrette...it's full of these perfumes and if you go past at a...brother in law said was quite remarkable. He entered his flat, then suddenly wham, in come these tall towers, all this..."Because he didn't want to change things?" (KH)

"When is it full?" "December 2008." "Really?" "What are you doing on the horizon?" what are these buildings and there's..."Put down a list of all your priorities and I will sort them out..."Whither the teaching is good, though I have a lot of complaints about..."Put down a list of all your priorities and I will sort them out..."Though one of them became a conservative minister. One of...launderette...it's full of these perfumes and if you go past at a..."When were these colours added?" (RB)

Some of the radicals from Essex went on to be senior people in...fantastic sense of release. So actually it's a really nice journey..."But you know I think, going back to the de-politicisation of the..."But you know I think, going back to the de-politicisation of the..."When were these colours added?" (RB)
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